
AI / ML
PORTFOLIO
As a leading software development company in the
USA, Internet Soft offers the best quality AI
development services to various Fortune 500
companies and other businesses.

CALL NOW:

415 286 5278



ABOUT INTERNET SOFT

Helping Fortune 500 companies and enterprise clients
solve complex issues that always emerge during their
digital evolution journey.

WHO WE ARE?



Register Your Retail Outlet Success with SensiblyAI’s
Data-Driven Insights 

Why SensiblyAI?
Adaptable  Flexible 

AI gets the information that matters on time and acts on it to stay one step ahead
of the competition.

Improve Operational Efficiency

Features?

Footfall Analytics 
Demographic Data
Heat Mapping

Customer Experience
Loss Prevention
Customer Behavior(Buyer’s Persona)

SensiblyAI’s retail analytics emphasize offering insights related to sales, inventory,
customers, and factors for merchants’ decision-making process.
It has a user-friendly interface and is easy to use for all. 
It’s a high-speed Plug-N-Play device. It connects instantly security cameras 

Detect Customer Trends - AI identifies Products and Categories resonating with
your customers and identifies high-value customers to focus on.

User Friendly Secure

Explore Now -  Sensibly.ai

https://sensibly.ai/
https://sensibly.ai/


Saves Coaching Time and Multiple Resources.
Learn Anytime, Anywhere (Self-Paced).
Enhance Learning Quality, Raise learning skills.
Scalable App Driving Revenue Rise. 
Boost Candidate Quality And Improve’s Enterprise Image.
Enrich Customer Communication NPS. 
Boosts Enterpirse’s Team Productivity by 20%.

How AI Makes You English Proficient with the Getmee App?
AI tracks (in private) your communication style 
AI makes the Communication BluePrint 
AI tracks Your Style as a pattern continuously
AI suggests improvements and recommends a personalized program

Your  Never Before Communication Coach

With Getmee communication enhancer App, you can learn at your own pace
and time anytime, anywhere. This is an AI-based App that not only tracks your
communication style, tone, and pronunciation manner but also suggests
improvements and guide or coach you towards refined English
communication via a distinct program.

What’s Getmee App?

Make Your Team Proficient in English, Enhance Productivity 
Features:

Explore Now - iOS, Android

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ai.getmee.education&pli=1
https://apps.apple.com/au/app/getmee-education/id1642870008
https://apps.apple.com/au/app/getmee-education/id1642870008
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ai.getmee.education&pli=1


How it works? - A.I. + DAR = Margin

On average, AM/FM radio stations play over 16 minutes of commercials per
hour. Auddia lets users choose what they want to hear during their radio
station’s ad breaks, using proprietary and patented AI technology.

App records selected AM/FM public streams in real-time.
The A.I. engine, leveraging the mobile device's processing power,
provides the ability to listen to AM/FM ad-free.
Users can listen to hours upon hours of content at no cost to Auddia,
making for previously unseen margins in the audio-streaming space.

Ad-Free streaming Experience Of AM/FM and Podcasts

Internet Soft developed a system by utilizing TensorFlow2 and MFCC for the
accurate classification of streamed audio into Music Talk, and Commercials.
This affects a powerful model enriching commercial-free or targeted
commercial streaming.

Know-How:

Explore Now - iOS, Android

First of its Kind -  AI-driven, Ad-free, High-margin.

Any AM/FM Station, Anytime 
Music Casts - If podcasts and playlists had a baby
Mainstream exposure for up-and-coming new artists.
Podcasts - A light-weight and intuitive platform for podcast listening.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.auddia.cfr&hl=en_US&gl=US&pli=1
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/faidr/id1567629951
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/faidr/id1567629951
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.auddia.cfr&hl=en_US&gl=US&pli=1


How to Name Your Business

The model was trained on NLP & NLU concepts like classification,
meaningful similarity, meaningful clustering, word association, word
similarity, opposites, and neighbors to create accurate predictions.

AI-powered Business Name Generator

Internet Soft has developed the Business Name Generator, an AI and ML-
based tool using NLP and NLU to generate specific and brandable domain
names for new organizations and offer seamless integration with any web
and mobile app.

Know-How:

How Business Name Generator Works & and Benefits You

Sophisticated filters
Unlimited free name suggestions
Domain name registration and availability check
Save names & buy a supporting logo
Trademark your name and register your brand

Explore Now -  Businessnamegenerator.com

Industry Mission
Create Personas
Futureproof It
Incorporate Keywords

Digital Domain
Test Pronunciation
Test for Branding Versatility
Trademark Availability

https://businessnamegenerator.com/
https://businessnamegenerator.com/


Psychometric Test Analysis
Communication skills checker
Code Checking
Candidate background check

Capabilities of HirelakeAI

Automated Scheduling 
Predictive Analytics

Solution:

Internet Soft developed an AI-backed system HireLakeAI, which has
successfully addressed traditional recruitment challenges by leveraging
advanced AI techniques. The platform's use of TensorFlow as its AI
framework showcases a commitment to industry-leading technologies,
providing a robust and scalable solution for modern recruitment needs

The client faced challenges in traditional recruitment processes, including
time-consuming manual screening, inaccurate candidate-job role
matching, and scalability issues with increasing application volumes.

Automated candidate engagement
Shortlist candidates with JD-matching
Extract resumes in no time
On-platform Audio & Video Interview

Let AI be Your Best Teammate For Effective Hiring

Know-How:

Explore Now - HikeLake.AI

Traditional Recruitment Challenges: 

AI-Driven Candidate Screening 
Continuous Learning Algorithms

https://hirelake.ai/
https://hirelake.ai/

